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la Cigale
OUR STAFF IN ACTION...
WOW, I COULD HAVE HAD A V-8!
ZIMMERMAN'S FIVE O'CLOCK SHADOW

ST. BONAR

"LET'S GO" PARIS WITH MITCHELL & CARRIE
1990 - Good Year for PB & J

"MMM...!" - Missy

Susan & Jodi Eating Out ... French Style.
WHY ARE YOU TAKING MY PICTURE, I DIDN'T GET ANY MAIL!

MICHÉLLE, DAVE, AND PAUL
PARTYING IT UP AT "MC NICE"

HEY, HEY THE GANG'S ALL HERE!
GLENN & KARA "WATCH OUT FOR THORNS!"

KERT AS MILE. HERCULES

FOR GETTING READY FOR A NIGHT ON THE TOWN!
"MERDE!" - ERIC HEGG

Bull Fighting at the Camargue
1989
STEVE AND MIRANDA

EMILY, JULIE, PAUL, DAVE
HOW DID YOU MANAGE THIS?
So you can balance, but can you ski? Wayne, Kerstin, Michelle.

Cheryl kicking back in the holding hands zone.

Why weren't we invited?
MARKET DAY IN AIX
FIRST SEMESTER CUTIES

YOU ACTUALLY SLEPT IN THAT ROOM, JENNY WILLIAM

FAMILY TIES, DEBORAH W/ HER FRENCH MOM

JAMES, YOU'RE A STUD!
MICHELLE, WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
AT EASE, JANETTE!

THE THINKER! NO IT'S PHILIP.

WHO IS THAT BEHIND ALL THAT CONFETTI?
So, Angela, just what does "AD" stand for?

Evil "Emily" Knevil
GOOD, WAYNE'S ON TIME!

KEEP AWAY FROM RUN AROUND SUSIE!

JUST TAKE THE PICTURE!
HEY! IT'S OUR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION!

GEEZ MICHELLE, YOU'VE GOT TO TAKE CARE OF THAT HAIR PROBLEM!

THE NEW RENAULT 1990!
A MASTERPIECE ABOUT TO BE CREATED BY STEVE HOLLAND

WHO'S SHE PAINTING, ME?
 THEM FOOL YOU, THEY FLOWERS FOR THEMSELVES
"Look Mom! They love me here!"

And they didn't even know I was gone other than... the 1st weekend there.

Final exam cramming sure can bring you together!
HMM... IT'S CHRISTMAS TIME! DO YOU THINK SANTA WILL MAKE IT TO AIX?
THE GREEK GODDESSES OF TOURS
JOANNE AND THERESE

DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT TIME IT IS?

FOUR HUMPTY DUMPTIES SAT ON A WALL.
So that's what that light means!

Don't let him fool you!
It's his first time on skis!
"This is such a good polycop."

M. Mathis

But does she smile in the classroom?!
Okay guys - you've gotta flap harder if you're going to get him off the ground!

The IAU Choir

Shiskabob à la "Jany, Adrianna, and Carrie"
After all those beers, I'd be smiling too!

Another wild Tuesday night of thumper at Bistro.

Can I see your ID's please!? 
"So, dear: how long do you figure
before they blow this one up."
"KEEP SMILING", AND MAYBE NOBODY WILL
NOTICE OUR HEADS ARE KRAZY-GLUED TOGETHER.

THE EDITORS LEAVE THIS OPEN
TO INTERPRETATION.
UN SOURIRE

Un sourire ne coûte rien et produit beaucoup,
Il enrichit ceux qui le reçoivent,
Sans appauvrir ceux qui le donnent.
Il ne dure qu'un instant,
Mais son souvenir est par fois éternel.
Personne n’est assez riche pour s’en passer.
Personne n’est assez pauvre pour ne pas le mériter.
Il crée le bonheur au foyer, soutient les affaires.
Il est le signe sensible de l’amitié.
Un sourire donne du repos à l’être fatigué,
Rend du courage aux plus découragés.
Il ne peut ni s’acheter, ni se prêter, ni se voler,
Car c’est une chose qui n’a de valeur.
Qu’à partir du moment où il se donne
Et si quelquefois vous rencontrez une personne.
Qui ne sait plus avoir le sourire,
Soyez généreux, donnez-lui le vôtre.
Car nul n’a autant besoin d’un sourire,
Que celui qui ne peut en donner aux autres.
"YOU WANT ME TO WHAT?!"

WAITING FOR THE FRENCHMAN OF HER DREAMS.
FIND THE GOOFBALL

"DEAR MOM, IT'S ALL GOING DOWNHILL
PLEASE SEND MONEY."

"GO AHEAD, SHE'S NOT LOOKING."
"You're right! These do make you feel good!"

"Don't let Heather fool you, that's a Eurail Guide."
WHAT A STIFF

"THIS FIELD TRIP IS SOOO EXCITING"
"YESSSS!"

"HEY, GOOD LOOKIN'!"
OH NO! DONNY + MARIE BROKE UP

ROUNDING THIRD

AND FOR OUR NEXT ACT...
MAKING THE SECRET RECIPE
FOR THE PB & J'S

DON'T THE "BUFFALO STANCE"

THE I.A.U. TAG TEAM WRESTLING

THIS IS NICE BUT WE MISS
BLACK'S BEACH IN S.D.
THE U.N. OR PIZZA HUT. A UNANIMOUS DECISION - GENEVA

Playing mud tackle football

Is that a 10 or a 12 speed
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS MICHELLE?

DID ANYBODY EVER GO HERE?
"PAUL, WATCH MY FINGER YOU IDIOT!"

"WELL, IT WAS SUPPOSED TO BE SOUP"

"PLOP PLOP FIZZ FIZZ OH WHAT A RELIEF IT IS!"
"All right - so maybe artists do have trouble with these technical contraptions!"

"Did ya check out the picture of my wife on page 59?"

"Je est tes professeur de gramaire. Tu doit me écouter!"
They're sober now!

Gregg -

You made it in the yearbook!

Not exactly Vietnamese boat people!

All hell's breaking loose!
WE'RE TALKING REALLY GOOD FRIENDS!

SPEAKING OF REALLY GOOD FRIENDS.

HEY KID, GET YOUR HANDS OFF THE HEAD!

HERE'S FOR GOOD FRIENDS.
I MEAN REALLY GOOD FRIENDS.
YOU'VE SEEN ONE BURNT MOUNTAIN.
YOU'VE SEEN 'EM ALL!

JON, EM, & JAMES BEFORE
CHECKING IN AT THE BATES MOTEL

SIZZLE!!
Popular Survey Results

1. What do you like most about Aix?
   - The beauty of the city
   - The cafés
   - Kronenbourg at 19f a 10 pack
   - Our new found friends

2. What do you like least about Aix?
   - Unanimously - Dog Merde

3. What do you like most about your family?
   - "supper" -Wayne Jackson
   - "The friendship I have with my French mom... she has really been someone to make the sad days the best days." -Julie Jacudi

4. Favorite Activities
   - Café sitting
     - "Bistro Aixois" "Brasserie de la Mairie"
     - "Festival" "Belle Epoque"
   - Dancing
     - "Richelm" because it's free for American girls
     - "L'IPN"
   - "Youthful folly" -Lauren Turetsky
   - "playin in fountains" -Christina Chandler

5. Favorite French Song
   - "Hélène" by Roch Voisine
   - "Casser la Voix" by Patrick Bruel
   - "C'est ecrit" by Francis Cabrel

6. Most Disgusting French Foods
   - animal organs
   - pizza with a fried egg on top
   - chicken heads

7. What will you miss the most?
   - YAMINA
   - Monoprix
   - the wine

8. Favorite Drinks
   - Monoco
   - "the ones French men insist upon paying for" -L. Turetsky
9. Hardest French Word to Pronounce

"With my accent, 90% of the French Dictionary"  
- Gaston Pavlovich

10. Best News from Home

"There's more money on the way." - Keri Assmus
"They miss me!" - Michelle Cadorette
"Don't worry about the Visa bill, honey; this is once in a lifetime opportunity." - Lauren Peters

11. Favorite Vacation Spot

Cassis

12. Most embarrassing Moments

"Gettin lost on the first ski trip" - Wayne Jackson

"Any of the times I answered 'ah...oui?' to a French friend and didn't realize what they had said 'til an hour later." - Elizabeth Brown

"Wearing flipflops in the street and having everyone stare."  
- Erin Smith

"Finding out our French dad's name was Thierry and not Cherrie (which we'd been calling him for two weeks)!" - Carol Hirschhorn

13. Favorite Hangout

Cafes
the fountain in front of the Bistro

14. Best Deal

Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwiches
Wine and beer that's cheaper than water or tea
IT WOULD BE EASIER IF WE JUST CALLED HOME.

GOD SCHOOL IS HARD

CHECK OUT THAT STUD IN THE MIDDLE
"Sometimes you can have a whole lifetime in a day and not notice that this is as beautiful as life gets. I had a beautiful life today."

The World According to Garp

By John Irving
PARTYING WITH THE ADMINISTRATION
Hey, Big B.

Give that boy a refill before his woman leaves!

Just take the picture and leave us alone already!
WHAT EXACTLY IS SHE DRAWING?

THAT'S NOT PAINT! THEY'VE BEEN MUD WRESTLING!
AWW... COME ON! STOP IT!

WE'RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD!

SHE SAID SHE MAILED IT A WEEK AGO!
GET YOUR HANDS OFF OF HER! SHE'S MINE!

JEN, GET OFF MY FUR!

I HAVEN'T HAD THIS MUCH FUN SINCE 1979!
Oh, it's just another monument!

Nice museum, but where is the casino?

Okay, we know where they are but who are they?
Bush and Gorbachev Declare Start of a New Era

Politburo Resigns, Prague Cabinet Assailed
Honecker Punished Opposition Faults Party Holdovers And Plans Rally

Libyan Leader Gaddafi Declares End of Cold War

1990 Set As Target For Pacs

'*Libyan Leader Gaddafi declares end of Cold War in a new resolution, calling for an end to the hostility between the East and West."

2 Leaders Link Their Political Fortunes
Meeting Adds a Sense of Momentum to Soviet-American Rapprochement

Legislators Vote By 309-0 to End Power of Czech Communists

East Germany Opens the Berlin Wall

...and now Prague!
Reform? No, Revolution, So Hold Tight and Watch

El Salvador Death Toll at 600 As Rebel Push Seems to Falter

Lithuania Breaks Away From U.S.S.R.

Mandela, Free, Says Armed Struggle Must Go On Until Conditions Change

BULGARIA'S ZHIVKOV OUT AFTER 35 YEARS

Soviet Communist Party Relinquishes Its Monopoly, a Victory for Gorbachev

Toll in California Quake Climbs to 272 As Tremors and Fires Strike Wide Area
CAVE DWELLERS

I'M NOT JULIE & THIS ISN'T THE LOVE BOAT

YOU'VE GOT TO BE KIDDING?
I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHY MY BACK HURTS SO MUCH?!?

ONE OF ATX'S MANY STREET BUMS!

IT DOESN'T GET ANY 'FRENCHER' THAN THIS.
AND THEN,
ACROSS THE ROOM,
OUR EYES MET...

COME ON... SKETCH ME PLEASE?

CRAIG, QUICK—WHO'S PRESIDENT OF FRANCE? UHHH!
There's gotta be a bus to Ft. Lauderdale.

Vin de Table 1990 QUÉLLE BONNE ANNÉE!

A tribute to alcohol
My Walkman and the cave. It doesn't get any better than this!

What a beautiful pair... of sailors!

Yes, I'll wash the dishes when I get home Mon Cherie.
You fly three-thousand miles over the Atlantic
You've got jet-lag and your mind's all frantic
Gazing at signs, looking which way to go
But the signs are in a language you don't really know

Finally get yourself to where you're supposed to be
Walk around a bit, amazed at what you see
Yes you're here in France, it ain't no lie
And a lot of times you'll wonder why

All the people here seem to talk really funny
They wear baggy pants and use monopoly money
How they got their reputation as great lovers is easy to see
It's the only thing to do in France that is relatively free

Cathedrals, museums, foreign movies and plays
Boulangeries, patisseries, boutiques, and cafes
Spain's not too far. Italy's a couple of hours
Germany, Switzerland, and castles and towers

And after it's all over, you'll fly back home
With memories of people, and Paris and Rome
But the main thing you'll learn throughout your long stay
Is that there is life outside the U.S. of A.
Editors Note:

We would like to apologize to all of our readers: loyal fans for having to cut many of our "grand" ideas. In face of a 4:00 pm, 20 April 1990 deadline, the work-load proved to be too much. To all the people who racked their brains for quotes in hopes of achieving immortal fame, we offer a hearty "maybe next time." To all the students, professors, staff not represented on these pages, again we apologize. We tried to get as many pictures as possible, but time beat us to the finish. We want to give much thanks to Yamina for all her help. We couldn't have done it without you, thanks! As in the words of Edmond Haraucourt, "Partir c'est mourir un peu, c'est mourir à ce qu'on aime on; laisse un peu de soi-même, en tout heurte et dans tout lieu!" "To go away is to die a little, it is to die to that which one loves: everywhere always, one leaves behind a part of oneself!"
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